
Summit Architectural
Complete plywood and panel solutions

CHARACTERISTICS

USES

SPECIFICATIONS

HANDLING & APPLICATION INFORMATION

For further information, contact our dedicated, 
trained sales staff.
North Island 06 344 1126
Christchurch 03 928 1520

Freephone 0800 344 112
E sales@summitply.co.nz F 06 344 1129
www.summitply.co.nz

 Sheet Size  Sheet Thickness  Weight  Grading

  

Classique Ply

SPECIALIST

Canadian Oak

Euro Birch
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	Text46: Ceiling liningsTiny-house interiors and Horse float interiorLightweight cabinetryFeature joinery
	Text44: Classique Ply is a high grade interior ply with excellent edge detail. Birch is widely used for it's weight saving features in all types of mobile home, boat and caravan fit-outs. The lightest colour in Summit's range of plywood's, this product is manufactured from plantation grown timber.Also can be used with HPL laminates.
	Text1: Classique ply is a lighter weight timber than other plywoods, the highly visual surface will harden once a good quality lacquer in applied.Plywood is a natural product that can be affected by changes in weather conditions: moisture and temperature.Increased moisture content temperature variation may cause internal stresses causing previously flat sheets to bow. At Summitply, precautions are taken to minimize this. However, once the plywood has left our warehouse we cannot guarantee sheets to remain flat unless fastened. This is particularly important where free standing kitchen/cabinet doors are concerned.When storing panels, stack on a firm raised base with enough support to prevent sagging. Cover the pallet to protect top and edges.


